We use the soft-collinear bootstrap to construct the 8-loop integrand for the 4-point amplitude and 4-stress-tensor correlation function in planar maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. Both have a unique representation in terms of planar, conformal integrands grouped according to a hidden symmetry discovered for correlation functions. The answer we find exposes a fundamental tension between manifest locality and planarity with manifest conformality not seen at lower loops. For the first time, the integrand must include terms that are finite even on-shell and terms that are divergent even off-shell (so-called 'pseudoconformal' integrals). We describe these novelties and their consequences in this letter, and we make the full correlator and amplitude available as part of this work's submission files to the arXiv.
INTRODUCTION
Scattering amplitudes have been a rich source of theoretical data about the structure of quantum field theory, leading to the discovery of unanticipated simplicity and symmetry, and to the development of powerful new computational tools. This has especially been true in the case of amplitudes in planar, maximally supersymmetric (N = 4) Yang-Mills theory ('SYM'). Also of considerable interest, developed in parallel with amplitudes, has been the study of correlation functions of gauge invariant operators in the same theory. These are the fundamental objects appearing in the AdS/CFT correspondence.
The 4-point amplitude and correlation function in planar SYM have proven especially rich examples of perturbation theory. While the correlation function is strictly finite, the amplitude is of course (infrared) divergent. However, the loop integrands of both objects are completely well defined, and these are conjectured to be related by the duality discovered in [1, 2] and elaborated in [3] [4] [5] [6] . To date, these integrands have been determined (using a variety of techniques) through 7 loops for both the amplitude [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and the correlator [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
In this letter, we extend the reach of this theoretical data to 8-loop order for both the amplitude and correlator using the so-called 'soft-collinear bootstrap' [11] , and we describe some of the surprising features that are found. It is worth emphasizing that without input from the correlator side of the duality, the soft-collinear bootstrap method applied to the amplitude alone would have failed beyond 7 loops. This is because, starting at 8 loops, there exist strictly finite conformal integrals-namely:
These integrals are finite in the collinear limit, and so they do not contribute to the collinear divergence. Because of this, their contribution to the amplitude cannot be determined using the bootstrap without some additional input. This input is provided by the correlator side of the duality, in which every finite integral in (1) is related to one that does contribute to the collinear divergence, allowing its coefficient to be fixed. (We expect that this is the case for all finite terms at all loop-orders.) Using this hidden symmetry, we will find that all the integrals in (1) do in fact contribute to the 8-loop amplitude, with coefficients {−1, 1/2, 1/2, 1}, respectively.
The existence of strictly finite integrals such as those in (1) is one of the important novelties discovered at 8 loops. The other principle (and wholly unanticipated) novelty is the necessary contributions from so-called 'pseudoconformal' (but not truly conformal) integrals such as: (2) These are conformal as integrands, but remain divergent even off-shell, spoiling the manifest finiteness (hence conformality) of the correlation function. Moreover, they remain divergent along the Higgs branch of the theorypreventing the use of the mass-regulator described in [21] .
We elaborate on both of these novelties and their consequences after first reviewing the amplitude/correlator duality and the methodology used to find the amplitude and correlation function. Complete expressions for both the amplitude and correlator are included as Mathematica files in this work's submission to the arXiv. 
. Here, the operator O(x) is the trace over the gauge group of the square of one of the six scalars, O(x) ≡ Tr(ϕ(x)
2 ), related via supersymmetry to the entire stress-tensor multiplet. The dual-momentum coordinates x i are related to ordinary momenta via
i i+1 = 0; but the correlation function is of course well defined for arbitrary x i ∈ R 3,1 . With this, the amplitude and correlator are related via:
As written here, both sides are of course divergent. However, the duality works at the level of the loop integrand, which is always well defined in a planar theory (upon symmetrization of the loop momenta). On both sides of the correspondence then, the -loop integrand is some rational function on (4+ ) points in x-space. We will suggestively use {x 5 , . . . , x 4+ } to denote the x-variables of the loop momenta. Additionally, both sides of (3) are conformally invariant in x-space. For the correlator, this is the ordinary conformal invariance of N = 4 SYM; but for the amplitude, this is the so-called 'dual-conformal' invariance [22] . Using dual-conformal symmetry, one can expand the amplitude into any complete basis of dual-conformal invariant (DCI) integrands, and fix their coefficients using unitarity, for example. Because the set of planar, dihedrallysymmetrized DCI integrands (with numerators involving products of 'simple' Lorentz-invariants-of the form x 2 ij ) forms a complete (and not over-complete) basis, the coefficient of any particular DCI integrand is well defined. That is, there is a unique representation of the amplitude in terms of DCI integrands, and we can meaningfully discuss 'the' coefficient of an integrand such as that in (2) .
The expansion of the amplitude or correlator integrand into the basis of DCI terms turns out to be vastly simplified by the existence of a powerful, hidden symmetry (arising non-trivially from superconformal symmetry) that relates the internal and external variables [17, 18] . The entire 4-point correlation function of any operator in the stress-tensor multiplet can be expressed in terms of a related function, denoted f ( ) (x 1 , . . . , x 4 ; x 5 , . . . , x 4+ ) (see [23] for details). This hidden symmetry states that f ( ) is a fully-symmetric function of the x i -both external and internal! Before describing the precise connection between the amplitude and the function f ( ) , let us first discuss the space of functions into which f ( ) can be expressed, and how they may be classified.
Locality and conformality imply that f ( ) must be a rational function involving factors x 2 ij with weight − 4 in all variables; and analyticity ensures that f ( ) can have at most single poles in x 2 ij . Combining these with planarity and permutation invariance greatly restricts the space of possible functions into which f ( ) may be expanded. We call these functions 'f -graphs'. It is surprisingly easy # of plane graphs # of f -graphs # of DCI integrands 2  1  1  1  3  1  1  2  4  4  3  8  5  14  7  34  6  69  36  284  7  446  220  3,239  8  3,763  2,709  52,045  9 34 to enumerate all possible f -graphs. Consider each factor x 2 ij appearing in the denominator as the edge of a graph connecting x i → x j . Then the space of possible denominators is simply the space of plane graphs involving (4+ ) vertices, each with valency ≥ 4 (due to the conformal weights). These can be rapidly enumerated (to high orders) using the program CaGe [24] , for example.
At 8 loops, for example, we find that there are 3,763 1-connected plane graphs (and counting distinct plane embeddings separately). For each of these possible fgraph denominators, we construct all (inequivalent) numerators involving the factors x 2 ij that would result in a function with weight − 4 in all variables. This is easy to do, and the result is a complete classification of f -graphs at loops. We have completed this classification exercise through 10 loops-statistics of which is summarized in Table I .
Let us briefly review the relationship between f -graphs and planar contributions to the amplitude. The precise connection between the amplitude and f ( ) is:
with ξ ≡ (x 2 ), and the RHS coming from expanding A(x i ) 2 in powers of the coupling. Each term in the expansion of the RHS of (4) can be independently read-off from the f -graph, with the leading term being of primary importance, as it gives the -loop amplitude: choosing any square face of the graph describing the denominator of an f -graph (possibly built from two triangles which share an edge) to be labelled {x 1 , . . . , x 4 }, multiplying by the factor ξ, and taking the lightlike limit, we obtain a planar DCI integrand that should appear in the basis for the -loop amplitude. Different choices of faces for the lightlike limit will result in very different looking graphs. For example:
Notice how these two apparently quite different planar DCI integrands (one of which is finite) are related as being different planar pieces of a single f -graph. Before moving on, it is worth mentioning that the extraction of planar DCI integrands from f -graphs is an incredibly efficient way to classify planar DCI integrands-the statistics of which have also been included in Table I .
FIXING COEFFICIENTS
We used the so-called 'soft-collinear bootstrap' to determine the coefficients of each f -graph in the expansion of the correlation function (via f ( ) )-equivalently, the coefficient of each planar DCI integrand (grouped into f -graph equivalence classes) in the expansion of the amplitude. Let us briefly review this approach (more thoroughly described in ref. [11] ). The key idea involved is the observation that the logarithm of the amplitude must be free of any soft-collinear divergence. By itself, this criterion seems quite weak; and yet, as has now been confirmed through 8 loops by direct computation, it turns out to be sufficient to uniquely determine the coefficient of every possible contribution to the amplitude or correlation function.
The soft-collinear region corresponds to the configuration where a loop variable, say x 5 , becomes lightlike separated from any two (consecutive) external points, say x 1 and x 2 . We can parameterize the divergence in this collinear region as the residue corresponding to x log A = 0.
Upon expanding the logarithm in powers of the coupling, this constraint should be satisfied at each order of perturbation theory. At 8 loops, for example, the expansion of the logarithm is:
We can compute the collinear residue for every lowerloop contribution appearing in (7), and for every planar DCI integrand associated with each of the 2,709 fgraphs. The constraint that the total residue be zero, (6), then becomes a simple problem of linear algebra to find the coefficients of each f -graph. We should emphasize that it is not at all clear why the bootstrap criterion (6)-which is a necessary property of the amplitude-should be sufficient. But the fact that it suffices follows from the observation (so far empirically true through 8 loops) that the space of collinear residues of all planar DCI integrands (gathered into equivalence classes according to f -graphs) are linearly independent. At least through 8 loops, the full amplitude/correlator is the unique combination of terms that satisfies the bootstrap criterion. A summary of the distribution of coefficients that are found is provided in Table II. Finally, let us note that in order for a DCI integrand to contribute to the collinear divergence, it must involve # of f -graphs (DCI integrands) with coefficient: (962) 56 (904) 1 (7) 0(0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0(0) 8 472 (9,047) 434 (9,018) 8(67) 1(7) 78(923) 63 (869) 3(17) 1(1) TABLE II. Amplitude/correlator coefficients through 8-loops.
at least two propagators connecting a loop variable to external points. In ordinary momentum space, this corresponds to an external leg connected to the graph by a 3-point vertex. This explains why all the graphs in (1) are finite in the collinear limit: all external legs are connected to the graph via 4-point vertices. This alone does not imply that the integrals are strictly finite-but the additional work required to see this is trivial.
In fact, we expect that all f -graphs at all loop-orders contribute to the collinear divergence. Graphically, these divergences are associated with a triangular face in the graph of the denominator (connecting an internal point to two external points). We expect that every f -graph should have at least one triangular face adjacent to a square face. If so, it would imply that any strictly finite DCI integral will be in the same f -graph-equivalenceclass as one with a collinear divergence.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The representation of the 8-loop integrand that has been found for the correlation function and amplitude includes two key novelties: the appearance of integrals that are finite even on-shell, and integrals that remain divergent even off-shell. Neither of these contributions were present at lower loop-orders, and they signal a fundamental tension between the properties and symmetries that the amplitude and correlation function are known to possess, and the ability to make these features manifest term-by-term. Let us briefly review each of these novelties in turn.
Perhaps the most surprising new feature is the contribution from pseudoconformal integrals, such as that shown in (2) . While conformal at the integrand-level, these terms obscure the ultimate conformality of the correlation function due to the presence of divergences that must be regularized. We have checked that the divergences of the pseudoconformal contributions cancel in combination; but it is quite surprising that the ultimate finiteness of the correlation function cannot be made manifest term-by-term (without breaking manifest locality or planarity).
Although there do exist pseudoconformal integrals at lower loop-orders (starting at = 5), they do not contribute to the amplitude. Indeed, it has even been con-
jectured that they never do contribute-but we have seen this conjecture to fail 8 loops. Let us briefly review the structure of these pseudoconformal divergences, and how the amplitude/correlator duality provides an alternative explanation for their absence at lower loop-orders, while still allowing for their appearance at 8 loops. Divergences in a pseudoconformal integral can arise when some number, k, of the loop variables x i∈I approach another variable x j (either internal or external). Parameterizing the difference between each x i∈I and x j to be O( ), there will be a pole of order 2E in the denominator, where E is the number of edges connecting the (k+1) vertices in the set I ∪{j} (minus the number of edges connecting vertices in this set appearing in the numerator). Going to polar coordinates for the k integration variables x i∈I gives us an integrand proportional to d 4k−1 / 2E , which is divergent whenever E ≥ 2k. It is easy to classify the subgraphs that can lead to such a divergence. For k = 4 through k = 6, these are drawn in Figure 1 . Importantly, in order for such a subgraph to signal a divergence, the numerator cannot involve any factors connecting the vertices of the subgraph to itself. (Such a numerator would remove the divergence by the power counting discussed above.)
The simplest possible pseudoconformal divergence (first appearing at 5 loops) is for k = 4. Notice that this subgraph is very similar to the one relevant to the so-called 'rung-rule', reviewed (in graphical form) in Figure 2 . Interestingly, there is a strong reason why any f -graph containing a k = 4 divergent subgraph cannot contribute to the correlator. Specifically, it would generate a term where the four points on the edge of the subgraph are taken lightlike, giving a contribution to A (1) A ( −1) (since there is one point on the inside, and ( −1) points outside the 4-cycle). But such a term cannot be present at ( −1)-loops, since the corresponding ( −1)-loop f -graph would be non-planar, leading to a contribution. Another way to say this is that the term does not arise from the rung-rule on a (planar) lowerloop f -graph, and therefore cannot contribute to f ( ) . This logic provides a robust explanation of the absence of pseudoconformal contributions below 8 loops.
The pseudoconformal contributions that appear at 8 loops all involve divergences arising from subgraphs with k > 4. Such divergences cannot be excluded by the arguments from the amplitude/correlator duality given above. Indeed, we find that there are precisely 60 f -graphs that contribute at 8 loops (all with k = 5 divergent subgraphs);
f -graph manifestation of the rung-rule. and going to the lightlike limit, these 60 f -graphs contain a total of 560, planar DCI integrands that are individually divergent off-shell.
A further intriguing feature of the 8-loop result is the appearance of new coefficients. Up to 7 loops only the coefficients ±1 and 2 appeared whereas at 8 loops we see new integer coefficients −2, −5 as well as new halfinteger coefficients: {−1/2, 1/2, −3/2}. There is a single f -graph with coefficient −5, and it is also the first example of a graph with a hexagonal face. Indeed this follows a pattern: the introduction of new coefficients has always accompanied new polygonal faces for the f -graphs. The first appearance of the coefficient −1 (at 4 loops) came with the first graph with a square face, and the first appearance of 2 (at 6 loops) accompanied the first graph with a pentagonal face. The half integer coefficients which also appear for the first time at 8 loops are not so clearly distinguished. However, we can say that none of them contains a subgraph with a pentagon containing two vertices. The coefficient of such a graph is determined by the duality between the correlator and the 5-point amplitude. It seems that such graphs have coefficients inherited from lower loop graphs up to a sign. The fact that all the new coefficients can not be determined by a 5-point duality gives further evidence for this.
The other striking novelty of 8 loops is the contributions of finite integrals. These are unusual for a number of reasons, including the appearance of elliptic cuts (ultimately absent from the complete amplitude). To see this, consider the first graph appearing in equation (1); this graph contains a double-box with six massive (offshell) legs. As pointed out in [25] , this implies that the diagram is not a expressible in terms of generalized polylogarithms. It is interesting that this structure, important for 10-point amplitudes at 2 loops [26] , has some manifestation for 4 particles at 8 loops-illustrating the connections between many loops and many legs.
Let us conclude by noting that there exists an alternative approach to determining the correlation function. This involves the coincident limit [18] (which can be rephrased as a simple graphical procedure on the fgraphs) in conjunction with information which can be obtained from the amplitude/correlator duality (which yields the rung-rule as well as a 5-point generalization suggested in [19] ). Initial investigations indicate that these ideas are sufficient to completely fix the result to 8 loops; but we leave a more thorough discussion of these ideas to future work.
